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SOLICITATION ADDENDUM 
 

Date: June 7, 2023 

Subject: Crew Cab Trucks 

Solicitation Number: 6100058664 

Due Date/Time: 06/13/2023 

Addendum Number: 2 

 

 

 

 

To All Suppliers: 

 

The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania defines a solicitation “Addendum” as an addition to or amendment of the 

original terms, conditions, specifications, or instructions of a procurement solicitation (e.g., Invitation for Bids 

or Request for Proposals).  

 

List any and all changes: 

  

Question 1: Color of truck:  Hot Lime Green or white…?  

Answer 1: White is the standard color and should be included in the bid for item 142. The Hot Lime Green is 

an option on item 144. The Hot Lime Green will be an add on item if requested at the price bid on 

item 144.  

 

Question 2: PTO system: we must use Harper Industries (Deweeze) High velocity GPM pump on engine. 

(The live drive PTO in bid IS NOT compatible due to limited pump sizes for performance of this 

wrecker body) 

Answer 2: We want the PTO mounted on the transmission like it is called out in the spec. We have several 

of these out there now and they work fine. Electric shifted PTO and hydraulic pump shall be 

transmission mounted and be for use in stationary and mobile applications. 

 

Question 3: We discourage using jumper leads coming off trucks service battery due to shorting out 

computers on truck and OEM discourage this as well. In leu of this we do JNC 660 or Goodall 

2500 series remote jump packs with charging station in truck 

Answer 3: We want the plug in start kit with 25foot cables. We have a lot of vehicles with these on and have 

no issues. 

 

Question 4: Traffcon Arrow board will be wireless 

Answer 4: Trafcon Arrow board is fine 

 

Question 5: Whelan STT lighting: I took exemption on this before since fiberglass body does not allow for 

mounting the Whelen Lighting package you use. All OEM lighting is shock proof and very well 

protected. 

Answer 5: We want the Whelen lights that are called out in the spec. The lights are called out for 

standardization. 
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Question 6: 110 V power inverter: I took exemption to have corded power reel mounted inside toolbox for 

safer usage and limited to no access to the rear of truck 

Answer 6: We want what is called out in the spec. 110 volt 2500-watt inverter for frequent use, securely 

mounted in rear compartment with 50 feet heavy duty cord reel, self-retracting with roller fair 

head. Cord reel shall be located inside a body compartment on the left side (driver) rear. Note: 

Electrical cord and air hose shall exit the rear or top of body via roller fair head and provisions 

shall be made to include a pre-approved weather proof cover for the outlet and hose coupler. Ref. 

EQN-138 

 

Question 7: Air Hose reel: I took exemption before to mount inside tool box, typically we use an exterior 

mount on other build on top of deck that are weather resistant and part of our daily build package 

on towing equipment. 

Answer 7: We want what is called out in the spec. There shall be 50 feet .50inch diameter heavy duty rubber 

hose reel, self-retracting. Hose real shall be located inside a body compartment on the left side 

(driver) rear. Note: Electrical cord and air hose shall exit the rear or top of body via roller fair 

head and provisions shall be made to include a pre-approved weather proof cover for the outlet 

and hose coupler. 

 

Question 8: All lighting will be optronics for body. 

Answer 8: We want the Whelan light package. 

 

Question 9: We also have been using blue/amber lighting on towing equipment since last year based on State 

legislative approval and move over laws in place in the commonwealth of Pa. 

Answer 9: We will accept the blue light 

 

Question 10: On the  f550 DIESEL ENGINE  models – the 4.88 axle ratio is no longer available , the  4.30  

ratio is the highest available . F550 GAS ENGINES you are good. 

Answer 10: We will accept the 4.30 axle ratio on the F550 Diesel engine and 4.88 on the F550 Gas engine. 

 

Question 11: Lot 11 is for 11k SRW trucks. Engine specs states highest HP/torque engine gas – that would be 

the optional 7.3-liter V8 – that option requires a $5600 high end option – STX appearance 

package group – along with the cost of the option – it comes with a complex camera system 

which will cause issues in making the truck a chassis cab to accommodate the service body. I 

recommend removing the wording “highest available horsepower and torque “and you will get a 

very good 6.8-liter V8 engine. 

Answer 11: We will accept the 6.8 liter V8 engine. 

 

 

 

Type of Solicitation:  Electronic Bid (SRM) - Review the Questions section of your solicitation response to 

ensure you have responded, as required, to any questions relevant to solicitation addenda issued subsequent to 

the initial advertisement of the solicitation opportunity. 

 

Except as clarified and amended by this Addendum, the terms, conditions, specifications, and instructions of the 

solicitation and any previous solicitation addenda, remain as originally written. 
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Respectfully, 

 

Name:  Ralph Constance   

Title:  Commodities Specialist 

Phone:  717-703-2931 

Email:   rconstance@pa.gov 


